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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

A major development in the music industries in recent years has
been the rise of ‘unsigned’ or ‘self-releasing’ musicians
(sometimes problematically called ‘DIY musicians’ or
‘independent musicians’) who upload music directly to music
streaming platforms (MSPs). This article examines the distinctive
way in which Chinese MSPs have sought to incorporate such selfreleasing musicians into their platform eco-systems and what it
tells us about the ways in which digital platforms commodify
cultural expression. We show that a remarkable new system has
developed in China, based on evolving dynamics of platform
power and state-business relations, and very high levels of
concentration and integration. Yet the work of independent, selfreleasing musicians is playing a much bigger part in the Chinese
system than in other parts of the world, allowing them to reach
audiences in ways that were not previously possible. Drawing on
critical studies of digital platforms and of the historical
development of the music industries, we show that this apparent
democratisation also represents an incorporation and
commodiﬁcation of activity that would often previously have
taken place beyond the music industries, in ways that place
constraints on the cultural autonomy of self-releasing musicians.
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1. Introduction
There has been increasing interest, in recent social science and humanities research, in
how more and more domains of social and cultural life have come under the aegis of digital platforms – a process often known as ‘platformisation’ (Van Dijck et al., 2018). Music
potentially serves as a fascinating example of the platformisation of culture, because in
recent years, a new system of musical distribution and consumption centred on music
streaming platforms (MSPs) has arisen. Following a period of crisis for the music industries from 2000 to 2015, this new system has enabled a recovery of the recorded music
and publishing industries by providing new ﬂows of revenue from subscriptions and
advertising (Sun, 2018). More than 62% of global revenue from recorded music now
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comes from music streaming (IFPI, 2021), and in many countries, MSPs such as Spotify,
Apple, Amazon, YouTube and Soundcloud oﬀer the main way in which consumers
access recorded music.
While some researchers have begun to consider the platformisation of culture (Nieborg & Poell, 2018) and more speciﬁcally of music (Prey, 2020), one striking aspect of
this system has not been given any sustained attention. A growing number of independent, unsigned or self-releasing musicians can now make their music easily available via
distributors such as Tunecore and CD Baby, or ‘producer-oriented’ platforms such as
Soundcloud and Bandcamp (Hesmondhalgh et al., 2019). As a result, an increasing
amount of music is now made public by musicians that have not signed contracts
with record or music publishing companies, whether the big multinational ‘majors’ (Universal, Sony and Warner) or small and medium-sized companies. While the vast majority
of time spent on musical consumption, and therefore of recorded music income, is generated by content licensed to MSPs by record and music publishing companies, a great
deal of the content on these platforms is self-released music. The amount of such selfreleased music that is available is growing fast across the world, as we shall see below
– and so is the economic importance of this sector (Mulligan & Jopling, 2020). While
some analysts have discussed the working conditions faced by such musicians (e.g.,
Haynes & Marshall, 2018), the implications of the incorporation of this vast musical
‘surplus’ into the platform system have not been analysed, either by researchers of the
music industries, or by those analysing digital platforms. This incorporation raises potentially illuminating issues about the new and distinctive ways in which digital platforms
are involved in the commodiﬁcation of culture. In this article, we suggest that this incorporation can be understood as a process by which musical creativity that previously
existed outside the system of recorded music is, under platformisation, brought within
that system, with new implications for understanding the power of digital platforms.
The case of China highlights these issues in a particularly stark way, because of the
remarkable degree of concentration and integration in Chinese music markets. In
China, currently the world’s seventh largest market for music (IFPI, 2021) but set to
become much bigger, a unique platformised system has developed out of China’s distinctive music business and culture. There is remarkably little serious critical cultural and
media research published in English on the Chinese music industries, as we show in
our literature review below. Our article, therefore, makes a signiﬁcant contribution by
examining the distinctive features of the Chinese music industries in general. However,
our main purpose is to analyse the distinctive ways in which Chinese MSPs have incorporated self-releasing musicians into the Chinese platform eco-system, and what this says
about dynamics of power, control and commodiﬁcation in relation to music and expressive culture. To achieve this aim, we draw on theories and perspectives from critical
media, communication and internet studies, platform studies, and in particular those
approaches known as political economy and cultural studies, concerned as they are
with dynamics of power and inequality in relation to culture, the ﬁrst emphasising economic, legal and regulatory issues, the second matters of culture, knowledge and identity.
The next section places this analytical framework in the context of existing research,
emphasising the historical importance of ‘reservoirs’ or ‘talent pools’ of musical labour,
many of them operating in ‘proto-markets’ (Toynbee, 2000), which exist alongside, and
feed, a centralised, more fully commodiﬁed core. Section 3 provides essential context by
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explaining the rise of self-releasing musicians across the world, and in the Chinese music
industries speciﬁcally. Section 4 then examines the distinctive ways in which the two
main Chinese MSPs have incorporated self-releasing musicians, and compares the political-economic processes and cultural factors involved.

2. Platformisation, the music industries and musical labour
Drawing on research in software studies, business studies, and political economy, Poell
et al. (2019, p. 1) have deﬁned platformisation as ‘the penetration of the infrastructures,
economic processes, and governmental frameworks of platforms in diﬀerent economic
sectors and spheres of life’, and drawing on cultural studies, as ‘the reorganisation of cultural practices and imaginations around platforms’. We go beyond existing research on
the platformisation of cultural production (Nieborg & Poell, 2018) on the music industries and MSPs (Prey, 2020), and on creative and cultural labour (e.g Banks et al., 2013)
by placing platformisation in long-term historical context, and in particular by analysing
what commodiﬁcation enabled by cultural platforms might mean for the creative autonomy of musicians.
In order to understand the signiﬁcance of how platformisation is aﬀecting musical
labour, we need to consider the system of musical labour that prevailed prior to the rise
of the new musical eco-system centred on streaming platforms. Musical labour, in
much of the world, has long involved workers providing their services to numerous buyers
rather than a single ﬁrm. This is also true of many workers in other major cultural industries such as radio, television, journalism and ﬁlm, but arguably it is even more the case in
music. As Jason Toynbee (2000) showed in a ground-breaking analysis of musicians, musical labour combines dynamics of precariousness and independence or autonomy.1 In popular music contexts where little formal training or education was required, access to the
means of making and distributing music increased signiﬁcantly in the twentieth century,
as costs of instrumentation and recording declined, and there was an expansion of leisure
time and income, and an ensuing proliferation of spaces where music was welcome.
Toynbee diﬀerentiated two distinct spheres that emerged from these conditions. The
ﬁrst consisted of local musical scenes and networks, in which (often young) musicians
honed their skills and developed new styles in ‘proto-markets’, commodiﬁed to relatively
limited degrees, where commercial impulses were often constrained by factors such as love
of music, romantic ideologies, and the use of music as an expression of solidarity, e.g., in
rock, rap, jazz, reggae and myriad other genres (Toynbee, 2000, pp. 1–33). The second
sphere comprised highly centralised systems of dissemination, in the form of recording
and publishing companies operating at a national and international level, and few-tomany media (radio, television, cinema, print). The ﬁrst sphere came to function as a
vast ‘reservoir’ of potential labour for the second sphere, as musicians sought fame and fortune in the latter, in spite of the fact that only very few could actually achieve success
(Miège, 1989). This ‘over-supply of human and musical resources’ (Toynbee, 2000,
p. 27) was helpful for capitalist businesses, but they faced the challenge of selecting and
recruiting musicians and styles from the abundant musical activity beyond their sphere,
not knowing which would achieve success in constantly shifting market conditions.
In later work, Matt Stahl (2013) provided a detailed analysis of how contradictions
between autonomy and independence on the one hand, and control and precariousness
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on the other, operated in various historical circumstances in the USA. Building on Toynbee’s combination of political economy and cultural studies analysis, Stahl drew on critical legal studies and business history to show how, when musicians do subject themselves
to the control of ﬁrms and institutions in the second sphere, in return for potential recognition and ﬁnancial reward, this usually happens under the aegis of intellectual property and contract law regimes, in ways that favour capitalist businesses. Central to this,
according to Stahl, are the recording and publishing contracts that determine royalty
rates and much else, shaped under asymmetrical conditions where rights-holders have
much greater knowledge than contracting musicians, and sustained by complex national
copyright laws, framed according to international copyright treaties and agreements.
Stahl thereby provided a detailed historical account of how Toynbee’s ‘institutional
autonomy’ is structured into the music industries, in ways that are highly problematic
for musical labour.
This critical historical sociology of musical labour has not been adequately updated for
the digital age. In public debate about the impacts of digitalisation of culture, during the
period in which digitalisation seemed to be eroding the power of the ‘legacy’ recording
and publishing industries, through its threat to the artiﬁcial scarcity that sustained underlying copyright regimes, it seemed to be assumed by some digital optimists that a future
digital system, just over the horizon, would democratise culture by making it possible for
‘a long tail’ of smaller producers to exist alongside the big hits and superstars that dominated sales and income (Anderson, 2014). In an era when much commentary was
focused on ‘user-generated content’, concerns about digital labour during this period
were principally focused for a long time on the ‘free labour’ or ‘unpaid labour’ of
users or ‘prosumers’ (Hesmondhalgh, 2016; see also Anderson, 2014) rather than the
cultural workers who undertook actual production and distribution. As MSPs began
to stabilise music industry revenues, however, a new set of concerns emerged about
the paltry pay-outs to musicians being made by these newly emergent business models
(Dredge, 2013). However, these concerns were expressed mostly in journalism (e.g.,
Pelly, 2018) and most critical research on MSPs was paying (often valuable) attention
to various other issues, such as how MSPs use data to achieve personalisation, which
not only ‘reﬂects social divisions (between high-value and low-value listeners, for
example) but reinforces and even produces new divisions’ (Prey, 2016, p. 42; see also
Drott, 2018), and how MSP processes of recommendation and curation, notably through
playlists, might be reshaping musical experience and subjectivity (Eriksson & Johansson,
2017). Some analysts oﬀered signiﬁcant research on how musicians must adapt to, or in
some cases push back against, requirements of platforms in the new digital music economy, including social media platforms, illuminating how the longstanding requirement
for musicians to act as self-suﬃcient entrepreneurs was being remade and reinforced in
the contemporary world (Baym, 2018; Haynes & Marshall, 2018). Research that focused
on widespread concerns about musician earnings from MSPs nuanced polemical attacks
on those platforms by pointing to the key role of rights-holders, who retained the lion’s
share of payments from the new MSPs (Hesmondhalgh, 2020); Marshall, 2015; Sinnreich,
2016; Towse, 2020) in ways familiar from previous regimes. But none of these recent
studies of musical labour have paid systematic historicised attention to the structural political-economic and cultural issues raised by Toynbee and Stahl, concerning the dialectic
of control and autonomy in the system based on the co-existence or a ‘reservoir’ of
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musical labour (Toynbee’s ﬁrst sphere) with highly centralised and commodiﬁed organisations and technologies (Toynbee’s second sphere). Nor have we found critical research
that examines the political-economic and cultural implications of the increasing
inclusion, or perhaps better incorporation, of independent, self-releasing cultural workers
into the music platform system, at least none that places such an examination in the
longer-term historical context we have oﬀered above. The same is true of an important
parallel literature that deals with the cultural work of creators on video platforms such as
YouTube (Caplan & Gillespie, 2020).
As for the Chinese context that we focus on here, there has been some Englishlanguage research on the music industries in China, but none of it comes close to addressing these dynamics of incorporation and commodiﬁcation in a historical context. Some
business analysis (e.g., Tang & Lyons, 2016) points to dynamics of integration, such as
Tencent’s important purchase of rights-holder China Music Corporation (which Tang
and Lyons see as horizontal integration, but can just as easily be seen as vertical, in
that it brings together MSP distributors with rights-holders). Shen et al. (2019) provide
the most developed English-language account, tracing the evolution of China’s online
music ecology back to the tightening of copyright law and enforcement in 2011–2014,
leading rapidly to the domination of the BAT (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent) internet giants,
reinforced by the growth of mobile technologies. In the absence of powerful incumbents
such as major record companies, and building on a loose though tightening intellectual
property regime that allowed experimentation and innovation, such as integration of
online karaoke into MSPs, the internet giants developed distinctive strategies, including
the ‘musician support projects’ that we analyse below. However, Shen et al.’s science and
technology studies approach is interested primarily in the conditions that allow ‘innovation’, rather than the implications for musical labour and cultural autonomy. Our
approach here is informed by cultural studies and sociological analysis focused on the
implications of these political-economic developments for musical sociality and community. Our approach is not to examine the subjectivity of musical workers in detail, though
that is certainly a worthwhile aim. Rather, in the line with the platform studies of van
Dijck, Poell and their colleagues, we examine platform mechanisms to examine the aﬀordances they oﬀer and their impacts on musical workers and cultural autonomy. We
examine platform interfaces, functions and practices, and draw on reports from music
industry and technology online media, supplemented by interviews with product managers and algorithm engineers conducted in China in 2018 and 2020, which were transcribed and analysed.

3. Self-releasing musicians in the platformised music industries
The platformisation of music has brought about a new set of relationships between the
‘reservoir’ or ‘talent pool’ of musicians, and the commercial core where many of them
seek success. In Europe and North America (and much of Latin America), in order to
make their music available across the many MSPs available, and to manage their often
rather meagre revenues, self-releasing musicians make use of a set of companies that
did not really exist until the last twenty years, which tend to call themselves distributors
or label service companies (Cooke, 2018, p. 131). These companies range from companies such as Tunecore that make their services available to pretty much anyone who
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wishes to use them, to companies such as Ditto, which like record companies oﬀer a
range of distribution and marketing services but unlike those companies allow musicians
to retain ownership of their copyrights (Ingham, 2019). Musicians working with the latter companies are, therefore, ‘unsigned’ or ‘self-releasing’ but they are not amateurs: they
might be ambitious musicians, keen to establish a large audience and build a career, or
established musicians who no longer wish to work with major or large independent
record companies. These new distributors or label service companies track and collect
publishing revenues on behalf of the songwriters and composers who use them. Meanwhile, self-releasing musicians at diﬀerent scales, from small to large, gain income
from other sources besides recording, from live music and the sale of merchandise,
and other jobs such as teaching.
As a result of this new system, unsigned or self-releasing musicians have become
increasingly important, in business and in musical terms, across much of the world. Mulligan and Jopling (2020) estimate that what they call the ‘artists direct’ sector amounted
to around 873 million US dollars in 2019 (in recording revenues alone – songwriting revenues are extra). This constitutes a small share (4.1%) of global recorded music revenue,
but the growth rate is very striking and some consider this sector to be ‘the most exciting
and fastest-growing sector to spring out of the music industry’s streaming revolution’
(Ingham, 2019). China ‘is becoming a particularly interesting hotspot’ for this growing
self-releasing or DIY market (Ingham, 2020).
There is a confusing array of terminology in this domain and we need to pause to justify our use of the term ‘self-releasing’ artists. Often the term ‘independent’ artists is used
to refer to any musician, on no matter what scale, who seeks to bypass rights-holders. The
term ‘artists direct’ seems to be applied to those musicians who do not even use marketing services. In any case, the term ‘independent’ can easily be confused in this context
with musicians who are signed to independent record companies. Others, such as Ingham (2019) use the term ‘DIY artists’, though this risks confusion with a particular musical culture named DIY, which places emphasis ‘on forming and maintaining spaces for
production and distribution which purportedly exist outside of, and are positioned as
oppositional to, the popular music industries’ (Jones, 2019, p. 2), when in fact many
musicians at the ﬁrst and second levels delineated above have no such oppositional
goals. Faced with this confusing morass of terms, we prefer ‘self-releasing’, which is
more speciﬁc than ‘independent’, more inclusive than ‘artists direct’, and less ideologically loaded than ‘DIY’.
The system that has emerged in China is completely diﬀerent from this system based
on self-releasing musicians bypassing rights-holders to access MSPs via new digital distributors and label service companies. There is not only a much greater role of the state in
the music industries in China but also the multinational ‘major’ corporations have never
dominated market share in China to anything like the same degree as elsewhere. While
the three majors (Universal, Sony and Warner) have market shares of 70–80% in many
western countries, in China, they rarely achieve more than 30% of market share in
recording and publishing (An, 2016). Crucially, a situation has arisen in which Chinese
MSPs can be rights owners as well as distributors. The various MSPs operated by just two
major corporations, Tencent and NetEase, dominate the platform space to an even
greater degree than Spotify and Apple Music in the west, especially following the recent
closure of Xiami Music (run by Alibaba) in 2021.
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Even more strikingly, Tencent (though not NetEase) integrates platform control with
rights ownership – by contrast with the west, where Spotify and Apple own no signiﬁcant
music rights, and the major rights-holding companies hold only very small stakes in platform corporations. This is because the early eﬀorts of the major rights-holding companies to develop their own music platforms failed (Mulligan, 2015). Apple stepped into the
breach with its iTunes system, but it became clear that the subscription model of MSPs
oﬀered a much more stable basis for musical capitalism, and Swedish company Spotify
was chosen by investors and digital partners (such as Facebook) to lead the way. Internet
giants Apple, Amazon and Google eventually entered into the emerging music platform
market via purchases of tech unicorns, but this could only happen once rights-holding
majors and larger independents, now ﬁnally seeing a proﬁtable legal alternative to
‘piracy’, had agreed to license their music to MSPs, though on terms very favourable
to themselves.
In China, by contrast, the Chinese state permitted rights-owning Chinese companies
to develop their own MSPs. Up until around 2012–2014, a huge mass of unlicensed music
co-existed with licensed music on the still-nascent Chinese MSPs. In the clampdown on
copyright infringement mentioned earlier, MSPs were required to take down all unlicensed music on their sites, and this favoured those bigger companies that could pay
for licensed music, especially Tencent Music Entertainment (TME) which as we saw
above had purchased a majority stake in a vast rights-holding company, China Music
Corporation (CMC), in 2016. TME is now the largest distributor and music rights
owner in China, with an estimated 90% of copyright market share of Chinese music
copyrights, based on its purchase of the huge copyright assets of CMC (Xuan, 2020).
However, in 2018 came a crucial development that was to lead to a greater degree of
incorporation of unsigned, self-releasing musicians into the platform system than has
been the case in North America and Europe. In that year, in order to limit TME’s market
dominance and facilitate greater platform competition, the NCAC, the National Copyright Authority of China, introduced a new regulation. Previously, Chinese MSPs competed on the basis of the exclusive content that each oﬀered – i.e., content available only
on their platforms. The new regulation ‘suggested’ that Chinese MSPs should sublicense
at least 99% of their exclusive content to other platforms.2 This had two consequences.
First, Chinese MSPs came to have mostly the same music as each other – more than
99%. In this respect (though only in this respect), they became more like western platforms, which broadly have the same repertoire as each other, but compete on the basis
of their interfaces, playlists, recommendation algorithms, etc. Second, the 1% of content
still permitted to be exclusive became the main way in which platforms competed. This
often consisted of the work of just a few superstars, but began to generate a huge amount
of streams – around 50% of the total (Pan, 2018).
Chinese MSPs then began to compete to expand repertoire by incorporating selfreleasing musicians. They did so ﬁrst, from 2014 onwards, by introducing ‘musician support projects’ (such as Xiami’s ‘Light Seeking Project’) that aimed to draw emerging,
unsigned musicians into the emerging music platform system. The aim was to sign artists
to exclusive deals and develop them as stars. However, around the same time, aiming at
expanding total catalogue, and therefore the 1% exclusive content they were permitted,
Chinese music platforms also launched self-releasing schemes to attract musicians of
all kinds to upload their own content, in a way somewhat similar to how western
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platforms such as YouTube and Soundcloud permit anyone with digital access to upload
their music. It is this moment that, we claim, represents a new phase, whereby the creativity of musicians previously outside the business models of the music industries started
to become incorporated within them.
These self-releasing schemes have grown steadily over the years. On NetEase’s
‘NetEase Cloud Musician’ self-releasing scheme alone, the number of artists had
grown from 20,000 in 2016 to 200,000 in 2020 (Ingham, 2020). In the process, the
relationship between musician support projects and self-releasing schemes has evolved.
Before 2016 musician support projects (e.g., TME’s Mass Innovation and Music Project
and NCM’s Stone Project I) mainly served as talent-hunting campaigns so that platforms
could select some musicians for development as stars. After 2016, while some projects
(such as TME’s Force Project) continued to provide such ‘artist-based’ talent support,
new projects became subservient to self-release schemes which catered to musicians
and were mainly ‘song-based’ publishing and distribution services (interview, October
23, 2020). Both TME and NCM upgraded their self-release schemes (Tencent Musician
and NCM Musician, respectively) by oﬀering self-releasing artists services such as publishing administration, data management, recommendation and tipping.3 To facilitate
these schemes, the platforms launched related projects oﬀering incentives such as promotional services and ﬁnancing – such as NCM’s Ladder Project (2018) and TME’s
Galaxy Project (2020) – in order to expand the total catalogue and therefore the 1% exclusive content. Thus, unlike the situation in the west, where digital distributors such as CD
Baby and TuneCore operate independently from MSPs, providing various services to
musicians, digital distribution for self-releasing musicians in China is thoroughly integrated within the Chinese music platform eco-system.

4. Chinese self-release schemes and platform mechanisms
We now analyse how self-release schemes have become strategic and fundamental components in the running of MSPs, and how they aﬀect the cultural autonomy of musicians,
in the new conditions of commodiﬁcation outlined above. The schemes’ declared goal is
to incubate ‘original music’. Often in China the term ‘original’ (原创) is interchangeably
used with ‘indie’ (独立) and it is vital here to clarify, for Chinese and ‘western’ readers
some real problems of terminology and translation, given the fundamental connections
of notions of independence with cultural autonomy (Klein, 2020). ‘Indie’ in the contemporary Chinese music context has less to do with the anti-commercial ethos and alternative networks associated with independent music culture in North America and Europe,
and more with an ideology of cultural entrepreneurialism that emphasises the need for
musicians to forge their own careers (Bennett, 2018). While in Japan and Korea, indie
musicians have tended to adopt cultural-political positions at odds with prevailing neoliberal discourses (Jian, 2018, p. 5), such politics are not so much to be found in Chinese
indie music culture which has lost the underground anti-hegemonic ethos of the late
1990s (Qu, 2017). Instead there has been a shift to a highly depoliticised notion of originality (De Kloet, 2010) and ‘grassroots entrepreneurship’ (Keane, 2007, p. 34). ‘Indie’ or
‘original’ music on MSPs is very much a socio-economic concept, often validated by the
ability of musicians to develop entrepreneurial careers, manage copyrights and to
develop brand identities ‘that generate multiple revenue streams’ (Haynes & Marshall,
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2018, p. 463). Our analysis below therefore explores the degree to which self-releasing
schemes are tied to problematic dynamics of commodiﬁcation, and how this shapes
‘intrinsic’ notions of the value of music, i.e., notions of value that do not depend upon
‘external validators like the market’ (Haynes & Marshall, 2018, p. 478).
Van Dijck, Poell and de Waal have diﬀerentiated three key interacting ‘mechanisms’
by which digital platforms operate: dataﬁcation – the ability of platforms to turn into data
aspects of the world not previously quantiﬁed; selection – the way that they steer user
interaction though selection or curation of topics, actors, objects, services and so on;
and commodiﬁcation – the transformation of various elements into services that can
be bought and sold (Van Dijck et al., 2018, pp. 31–48). Following this analytic framework, we compare the self-releasing schemes of the two leading Chinese MSPs, showing
how their dataﬁcation practices are conditioned by the speciﬁc ways in which these MSPs
seek to commodify the creativity of Chinese musicians, and how this in turn inﬂuences
selection and curation strategies, diminishing cultural autonomy in the process.
4.1. TME’s self-releasing scheme: Tencent Musician
TME’s four music platforms are QQ Music (online listening), WeSing (social karaoke),
Kugou Music (short video content) and Kuwo Music (long audio content), forming a
single eco-system. They have over 800 million monthly active users, and own the rights
and licenses to over 30 million songs (Li, 2019). TME’s self-release schemes, previously
available as a service under each platform, were integrated in 2020 as Tencent Musician
on a separate platform, standardising enrolment of music(-ians) and centralising the production and distribution of musical content. This centralisation involves a deepening
aﬃliation with Tencent’s overall platform strategies, and with state control.
We begin with dataﬁcation mechanisms. Large quantities of data are generated
regarding demographics, music metadata and user interactions. This data is then used
to test and calculate the amount of exposure each song might get, based on the goal of
producing a ‘pan-entertainment’ experience across the four platforms. Figure 1 shows
that, on the page for the song ‘Green’ on QQ Music, when a user clicks the ‘22 fans
are listening to her audio live’ tab, the user will then be directed to another user’s live
chat room where someone might be singing live or chatting with other users, with
‘Green’ playing in the background. Or, by clicking the ‘karaoke’ tab on the ‘Green’
page, the user is directed to the WeSing page of ‘Green’ (Figure 1) where they can karaoke
alone or with others and watch other users livestreaming ‘Green’ in real time. Similar
inter-platform circulation dynamics also pertain on Kugou and Kuwo. Though NCM
has similar entertainment features, what is distinctive on TME’s platform are the realtime analytics (Prey, 2018) of users’ music-related entertainment behaviour, which
drive and optimise personalised advertising for TME (Jiang, 2015). Also, as real-time
analytics help ‘infer what a given user’s situation might be, at a given moment in time’
(Drott, 2018, p. 253), TME’s real-time circulation can be used to predict the mood, context and content of music usage among individuals and collectives.
Dataﬁcation is deeply connected to commodiﬁcation (Van Dijck et al., 2018). First of
all, TME’s business model includes two sets of revenues: 30% comes from online music
services (subscription, download, ads and sub-license) and 70% from social entertainment services (‘tipping’ – donations by users – in livestreaming and karaoke) (Dong,
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Figure 1. (Left) shows the page for the song ‘Green’ on QQ music. By clicking the ‘karaoke’ tab on this
page, users are directed to the karaoke page (right). 6 September 2020.

2021; Xuan, 2020). Chinese streaming platforms do not generate signiﬁcant subscription
income (and even western services run at a loss). This has pushed TME to emphasise
entertainment functions such as livestreaming, karaoke and short video in order to generate tipping and ‘gifts’.
This pan-entertainment commodiﬁcation model aﬀects musical autonomy. Listeners
are easily distracted by such pervasive and interactive functions. Each song no longer
retains its boundary as an independent work but instead functions to spark connections
to other activities, thus aﬀecting the textual and sonic autonomy of songs. Moreover, cultural autonomy, involving tensions with commercialism and state control (Klein, 2020),
is hampered when Tencent Musician systematically pursues cross-sector and governmental collaborations to enlarge its already vast catalogue and to grow its inﬂuence. Tencent Musician has launched a series of themed song-writing competition activities,
involving collaboration with the state and governmental organisations. For example,
in 2018 Tencent launched a songwriting competition in collaboration with the Palace
Museum, entitled ‘Ancient Paintings Can Sing’, with strong themes of patriotism and
nationalism. Self-release musicians are increasingly likely to feel compelled towards
such promotional activities. This blurs the ‘clear separation between the creative and
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business aspects of making music’ (Klein, 2020, p. 65), thus diminishing self-released
musicians’ autonomy still further.
Dataﬁcation and commodiﬁcation are the basis for MSPs curating the content provided by self-releasing musicians. Highlighting what is ‘trending’ is one major way to
push certain topics, activities and services (Gillespie, 2016). TME follows a very hierarchical logic of selecting trending charts and artists. First, Tencent Musician releases and distributes weekly updated oﬃcial charts to four platforms, based on its algorithmic
interpretation of newly released songs on the platform. These charts then form the
basis of playlists. These rankings and playlists need to compete with the diﬀerent business
goals of TME platforms, and as a result, self-releasing charts are relatively hidden in
‘Charts’ sections. Even on the music-oriented platform QQ Music where self-releasing
might achieve greater visibility, the charts section still operates as a contested ﬁeld
where self-released content must compete with established acts. So trending charts prioritise popular or mainstream playlists, with the ‘Tencent Musician’ chart only apparent in
the ‘Specialist Charts’ section and shown as having the least popularity. So chart curation
is subject to the ‘tiered governance’ (Caplan & Gillespie, 2020) of TME platforms regarding business orientation and copyright hierarchy. Second, the presentation of artists is
also very hierarchical. In the ‘Musicians’ section under the Music Library tab of the
main page, songs and musicians are organised according to popularity, featuring
major stars and their works and hit songs from recent music reality and TV shows
that Tencent have produced or to which it has exclusive licenses. Thus, TME’s curation
logic reduces the visibility and popularity of self-releasing musicians and associated playlists, reﬂecting the dominance of content owned by the big copyright owners over content of self-releasing musicians.
4.2. NCM’s self-releasing scheme: NetEase musician
NetEase Cloud Music began in 2013 and launched its self-releasing service NCM Musician in 2016. The second-largest Chinese MSP corporation after TME, NCM claims to
have attracted over 200,000 self-releasing musicians into NCM Musician (Ingham,
2020), as indicated above. Facing rising costs as a result of having to obtain licenses
from TME due to the 99% sublicense regulation outlined earlier, NCM has developed
its self-release scheme as a central asset and has done so on the basis of an intensively
algorithmically-driven dataﬁcation strategy. It emphasises ‘originality’ but in a way
that provides signiﬁcant constraints on musical autonomy in its selection and
recommendation.
NCM’s dataﬁcation strategy diﬀers from TME in that it is more oriented to gathering
data from ordinary users and amateur or semi-professional musicians. NCM Musician
positions itself as a space for unsigned singers and songwriters only, but it accepts
many cover singers, who display limited originality. Though this may aﬀect the reputation of NCM Musician and carries risks of copyright infringement, it increases the
enrolment of NCM musicians because of the low threshold necessary for musician registration. It also increases the metrics of NCM musicians, because users are more familiar
with cover songs. NCM uses algorithms which appear to have little concern for music
aesthetics. NCM’s Musician Service manager told us: ‘our music evaluation system is
automatic, no need for humans. The operation team will be given a list of selected
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names to decide who and how to promote, but this list is algorithm-decided’ (interview,
23 May, 2018). This dominant algorithmic logic is also evident in music circulation.
NCM’s algorithmic system does not consider factors of music aesthetics but works on
the basis of data about users’ previous behaviour (interview, 23 May, 2018). The performance of tracks is monitored by an important tool called ‘The Musician Index’, which
measures the behavioural and relational characteristics of musicians, problematically
adopting the ‘reputation metrics’ (Van Dijck et al., 2019) familiar from social media.4
The dataﬁcation of music, via coding musicians’ and fans’ behaviours into algorithms
that track and identify ‘high value’ (committed and engaged) artists and ‘high-value’
fans (i.e., those who stay longer) (Prey, 2016, pp. 34–35), enables NCM to monetise
these groups via targeted advertisements in the start-up screen and in comment areas
for songs. The NCM Musician manager told us that ‘the Index is now the fundamental
barometer for us to manage the products, and to determine the depths and means of our
commercial collaboration’ (interview, 23 May, 2018).
NCM’s self-release scheme thus provides a means to compete with TME’s copyright
monopoly. It enables NCM to expand local catalogue and acquire free licenses of song
copyrights. It expands local (i.e., Chinese-language) repertoire which enables greater
engagement with karaoke, cover versions, and livestreaming. But NCM Musician distinguishes itself from TME by claiming to promote ‘original’ music-making. NCM has
embedded free DAW (digital audio workshop) software in its Musician service and
has set up an oﬃcial channel to purchase song copyrights. Though musicians can
make money from this, some are concerned about this buy-out deal which they fear
leads to a loss of control of essential music assets, i.e., song copyrights and recording
copyrights, thereby clearly aﬀecting their autonomy. Meanwhile, the sheer size of the
self-releasing population and the amount of ‘user data’ generated out of the dataﬁcation
of music on the scheme, means that the proprietary algorithms developed in NCM’s
indexing have become attractive vehicles for capital investment (Drott, 2018, p. 237)
and are currently key assets in NCM’s market valuation. NCM is reported to have
made losses since its launch in 2013, but the emphasis on ‘originality’, Chinese repertoire
and data analytics helped have helped increase the valuation of NCM from $ 3.5 billion in
2018 to $7 billion in 2019 (Li, 2019).
Finally, in terms of content selection, NCM diﬀers markedly from TME by prioritising
the curation of original music. NCM’s personalised recommendation plays an active role
in promoting little-known musicians to users. For example, on its personalised playlists
of 30 recommended songs, the portion of self-released music is larger than on TME’s
equivalent playlists, which need to balance the exposure of diﬀerent copyrights. Selfreleasing charts are emphasised more than all other charts in the interface. For example,
in the ‘Charts’ section of the NCM main page, listeners can see a list of ‘trending’ playlists,
featuring original, popular, new releases, local and global playlists, but the ‘Indie Original
Playlist’ is forefronted. Notably, NCM prioritises musical value in curating playlists. They
invite teams of judges (critics, musicians and producers, and music inﬂuencers) to evaluate and select 24 ‘original’ songs out of 50 songs released on NetEase in the previous
month. These playlists are not based so much on notions of entrepreneurially-achieved
popularity or of copyright priorities, as is the case with TME (as discussed above), as on
qualities of ‘independence, open-mindedness and humanism’, in the words of NCM
Indie Original Chart’s oﬃcial explanation of its selection criteria. This less utilitarian
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evaluation of ‘originality’ is distinct from that of TME, in that human curation of music is
valued for its relative autonomy, promoting values of musical quality over those of stardom, celebrity and corporate entertainment. With no spotlight on particular stars, while
curating the charts, NCM creates a less hierarchal but ‘vernacular’ community via
themed playlists rather than stardom. NCM, therefore, oﬀers some cultural autonomy
on its platforms, though in somewhat compromised form – for there is little transparency, with no explanation of the rules and expectations of how the long list of 50
songs is created.

5. Conclusion
Self-releasing schemes in China may appear to permit democratisation but they in fact
provide a basis of commodiﬁcation and centralisation in what, as we showed earlier, is
an extraordinarily centralised and integrated system.5 Drawing on the way that some
platform studies integrate political economy and cultural studies (cf. Van Dijck et al.,
2018), and supplementing it with insights from Toynbee and Stahl’s historical accounts
of dialectics of precariousness and autonomy in the commodiﬁcation of music, we have
shown how ‘reservoirs’ of musical labour previously outside the recorded music system
have been incorporated into it by platformisation. TME’s schemes oﬀer a heavily dataﬁed
evaluation of the work of musicians, based on the goal of strengthening its monopoly in
publishing (i.e., composition) copyright ownership, and on a strategy of ‘pan-entertainment’ commodiﬁcation across its platforms. NCM places a somewhat higher value on
autonomous music making, prioritises self-release charts, and shows some interest in
music quality in making oﬃcial playlists. But overall, self-releasing schemes end up occupying a relatively marginal space due to copyright hierarchies and competition between
the diﬀerent ‘sub-platforms’ within the overall platform eco-system. Their purpose is
mainly to expand potentially monetisable content within a platform system marked by
super-abundance.
TME’s ‘pan-entertainment’ dataﬁcation generates greater exposure and diversiﬁcation
of musician revenues, but reduces the autonomy of musicians, positioning them as
sources of automated connectivity and real-time dataﬁcation. NCM’s strategy aims to
develop self-releasing as a central asset for nurturing exclusive copyrights and advancing
algorithmic analytics to compete against TME’s domination. But as is the case with
TME’s platforms, NetEase’s comprehensive dataﬁcation through indexing transforms
musicians into ‘data subjects’ (Ruppert, 2011) whose identities are subject to the computational conﬁguration of relationships among musicians, users and the platform. Selfrelease schemes, as algorithmic projects of connectivity and dataﬁcation, are embedded
in TME’s recentralisation of vertical and horizontal collaboration and NCM’s endeavour
to expand catalogue and capitalisation by investors.
Platform mechanisms aﬀect every musician, but those signed to big record companies
stand to gain more exposure and income, whereas most self-releasing musicians seek
greater control over creation, copyrights, cooperation and curation, only to experience
new ‘platformised’ constraints. Our focus has been on limitations on the cultural autonomy of self-releasing musicians, because that is where claims about democratisation have
been most apparent. Of course, some self-releasing musicians are aware of the constraints
imposed by these platforms and there is some space for them to exercise agency. To
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achieve greater cultural autonomy, some are now choosing to work with retailer Bandcamp and distributor Believe Digital (see Section 3), or to circulate their music in less
commercial online spaces such as the Douban Musician Site, which provides only
basic functions such as music uploading, picture and video sharing, and posting about
gigs.
These developments should not be thought of as exotic aberrations from some western
‘norm’. Each geo-regional system has its own peculiar and distinctive paths, and we have
tried to characterise them here using the case of China. Analysis of western dynamics
might similarly focus on how dynamics of supposed democratisation, where hundreds
of thousands of musicians gain access to MSPs such as YouTube, Spotify and Soundcloud, serve to incorporate reservoirs of musical labour previously outside the core, or
on its margins, into a dataﬁed, platformised system.

Notes
1. Of course in recent years, work in many sectors, including cultural ones, has moved even
more in this direction of precariousness.
2. In early July of 2021, as part of a more general set of measures concerning China’s tech sector, China’s competition regulator, the State Administration for Market Regulation,
required Tencent to pay a ﬁne of 500,000 yuan (around $77,150) for its anti-competitive
practices, and to relinquish exclusivity rights on existing catalogue. However, this does
not aﬀect deals formed directly with self-releasing artists, and this latter fact makes clear
the importance of research in this area (Cooke, 2021).
3. Data management provides information about the demographic make-up of audiences,
streams or plays, and revenue musicians gain from ads splits, subscriptions, downloads,
etc. Tipping allows audiences to tip whatever amount of money for songs they like – the tipping income, after platforms take a commission, goes directly to musicians.
4. The behavioural data is based on the amount of engagement of musicians and the time of
listening of fans, as well as the relational data of the interaction between musicians and fans.
Interview, NCM Musician Program manager, August 2018.
5. As mentioned earlier, Xiami closed in 2021. This was the Chinese music platform most
imbued with notions of musical autonomy.
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